In this chapter we study modal logics of topological spaces in the combined language with the derivational modality and the difference modality. We give axiomatizations and prove completeness for the following classes: all spaces, T1-spaces, dense-in-themselves spaces, a zerodimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space, R n (n ≥ 2). We also discuss the correlation between languages with different combinations of the topological, the derivational, the universal and the difference modality in terms of definability.
Introduction
Topological modal logic was initiated by the works of A. Tarski and J.C.C. McKinsey in the 1940s. They were first to consider both topological interpretations of the diamond modality: one as closure, and another as derivative.
Their studies of closure modal logics were rather detailed and profound. In particular, in the fundamental paper [32] they have shown that the logic of any metric separable dense-in-itself space is S4. This remarkable result also demonstrates a relative weakness of the closure operator to distinguish between interesting topological properties.
The derivational interpretation gives more expressive power. For example, the real line can be distinguished from the real plane (the observation made by K. Kuratowski as early as in 1920s, cf. [27] ); the real line can be distinguished from the rational line [37] ; T0 and TD separation axioms become expressible [5] , [14] . However, in [32] McKinsey and Tarski only gave basic definitions for derivational modal logics and put several problems that were solved much later.
The derivational semantics also has its limitations (for example, it is still impossible to distinguish R 2 from R 3 ). Further increase of expressive power can be provided by the well-known methods of adding universal or difference modalities [18] , [17] . In the context of topological semantics this approach also has proved fruitful -for example, connectedness is expressible in modal logic with the closure and the universal modality [38] , and the T1 separation axiom in modal logic with the closure and the difference modality [22] .
Until the early 1990s, when the connections between topological modal logic and Computer Science were established, the interest in that subject was moderate. Leo Esakia was one of the enthusiasts of modal logical approach to topology, and he was probably the first to appreciate the role of the derivational modality, in particular, in modal logics of provability [13] . Another strong motivation for further studies of derivational modal logics ('d-logics') were the axiomatization problems left open in [32] . 1 In recent years d-logics have been studied rather intensively, a brief summary of results can be found in section 3 below.
In this chapter the first thorough investigation is provided for logics in the most expressive language in this context 2 , namely the derivational modal logics with the difference modality ('dd-logics'). It unifies earlier studies by the first author in closure modal logics with the difference modality ('cd-logics') and by the second author in d-logics.
The diagram in section 12 compares the expressive power of different kinds of topomodal logics. Our conjecture is that dd-logics are strictly more expressive than the others, but it is still an open question if the ddlanguage is stronger than the cd-language. Speaking informally, it is more convenient -for example, the Kuratowski's axiom for R 2 (Definition 9.1) is expressible in cd-logic as well, but in a more complicated form [23] .
We show that still in many cases properties of dd-logics are similar to those of d-logics: finite axiomatizability, decidability and the finite model property (fmp). Besides specific results characterizing logics of some particular spaces, our goal was to propose some general methods. In fact, nowadays in topomodal logic there are many technical proofs, but few general methods. In this chapter we propose only two simplifying novelties -dd-morphisms (section 6) and the Glueing lemma 6.9, but we hope that much more can be done in this direction, cf. the recent paper [20] .
In more detail, the plan of the chapter is as follows. Preliminary sections 2-4 include standard definitions and basic facts about modal logics and their semantics. Some general completeness results for dd-logics can be found in sections 5, 7 . In section 5 we show that every extension of 1 The early works of the second author in this field were greatly influenced by Leo Esakia.
2 Some other kinds of topomodal logics arise when we deal with topological spaces with additional structures, e.g. spaces with two topologies, spaces with a homeomorphism etc. (cf. [19] ).
the minimal logic K4
• D + by variable-free axioms is topologically complete. In section 8 we prove the same for extensions of DT1 (the logic of dense-in-themselves T1-spaces); the proof is based on a construction of d-morphisms from the recent paper [8] .
In section 6 we consider validity-preserving maps from topological to Kripke frames (d-morphisms and dd-morphisms) and prove a modified version of McKinsey-Tarski's lemma on dissectable spaces. In section 7 we prove that DT1 is complete w.r.t. an arbitrary zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space by the method from [37] , [39] .
Sections 8-10 study the axiom of connectedness AC and Kuratowski's axiom Ku related to local 1-componency. In particular we prove that the logic DT1CK with both these axioms has the fmp. This is a refinement of an earlier result [37] , [39] on the fmp of the d-logic D4 + Ku (the new proof uses a simpler construction).
Section 11 contains our central result: DT1CK is the dd-logic of R n for n > 1. The proof uses an inductive construction of dd-morphisms onto finite frames of the corresponding logic, and it combines methods from [37] , [39] , [23] , with an essential improvement motivated by [31] and based on the Glueing lemma. The final section discusses some further directions and open questions. The Appendix contains technical details of some proofs.
Basic notions
The material of this section is quite standard, and most of it can be found in [11] . We consider n-modal (propositional) formulas constructed from a countable set of propositional variables P V and the connectives ⊥, →, 1, . . . , n. The derived connectives are ∧, ∨, ¬, , ↔, 31, . . . , 3n. A formula without occurrences of propositional variables is called closed.
A (normal) n-modal logic is a set of modal formulas containing the classical tautologies, the axioms i(p → q) → ( ip → iq) and closed under the standard inference rules: Modus Ponens (A, A → B/B), Necessitation (A/ iA), and Substitution (A(pj)/A(B)).
To be more specific, we use the terms '( 1, . . . , n)-modal formula' and '( 1, . . . , n)-modal logic'.
Kn denotes the minimal n-modal logic (and K = K1). An n-modal logic containing a certain n-modal logic Λ is called an extension of Λ, or a Λ-logic. The minimal Λ-logic containing a set of n-modal formulas Γ is denoted by Λ + Γ. In particular, K4 := K + p → p, S4 := K4 + p → p, D4 := K4 + 3 ,
The fusion L1 * L2 of modal logics L1, L2 with distinct modalities is the smallest modal logic in the joined language containing L1 ∪ L2.
A (normal) n-modal algebra is a Boolean algebra with extra n unary operations preserving 1 (the unit) and distributing over ∩; they are often denoted by 1, . . . , n, in the same way as the modal connectives. A valuation in a modal algebra A is a set-theoretic map θ : P V −→ A. It extends to all n-modal formulas by induction:
A formula A is true in A (in symbols: A A) if θ(A) = 1 for any valuation θ. The set L(A) of all n-modal formulas true in an n-modal algebra A is an n-modal logic called the logic of A.
An n-modal Kripke frame is a tuple F = (W, R1, . . . , Rn), where W is a nonempty set (of worlds), Ri are binary relations on W . We often write x ∈ F instead of x ∈ W . In this chapter (except for Section 2) all 1-modal frames are assumed to be transitive. The associated n-modal algebra M A(F ) is 2 W (the Boolean algebra of all subsets of W ) with the
A valuation in F is the same as in M A(F ), i.e., this is a map from P V to P(W ) (the power set of W ). A (Kripke) model over F is a pair M = (F, θ), where θ is a valuation in F . The notation M, x A means x ∈ θ(A), which is also read as 'A is true in M at x'. A (modal) formula A is true in M (in symbols: M A) if A is true in M at all worlds. A formula A is called valid in a Kripke frame F (in symbols: F A) if A is true in all Kripke models over F ; this is obviously equivalent to
The modal logic L(F ) of a Kripke frame F is the set of all modal formulas valid in F , i.e., L(M A(F )). For a class of n-modal frames C, the modal logic of C (or the modal logic determined by C) is L(C) := {L(F ) | F ∈ C}. Logics determined by classes of Kripke frames are called Kripke complete. An n-modal frame validating an n-modal logic Λ is called a Λ-frame. A modal logic has the finite model property (fmp) if it is determined by some class of finite frames.
It is well known that (W, R) K4 iff R is transitive; (W, R) S4 iff R is reflexive transitive (a quasi-order).
A cluster in a transitive frame (W, R) is an equivalence class under the relation ∼R:= (R ∩ R −1 ) ∪ IW , where IW is the equality relation on W . A degenerate cluster is an irreflexive singleton. A cluster that is a reflexive singleton, is called trivial, or simple. A chain is a frame (W, R) with R transitive, antisymmetric and linear, i.e., it satisfies ∀x∀y (xRy∨yRx∨x = y). A point x ∈ W is strictly (R-)minimal if R −1 (x) = ∅. A subframe of a frame F = (W, R1, . . . , Rn) obtained by restriction to V ⊆ W , is F |V := (V, R1|V, . . . , Rn|V ). Then for any Kripke model M = (F, θ) we have a submodel M |V := (F |V, θ|V ), where (θ|V )(q) := θ(q) ∩ V for each q ∈ P V . If Ri(V ) ⊆ V for any i, the subframe F |V and the submodel M |V are called generated.
The union of subframes Fj = F |Wj, j ∈ J is the subframe
A generated subframe (cone) with the root x is F x := F |R * (x), where R * is the reflexive transitive closure of R1 ∪ . . . ∪ Rn; so for a transitive frame (W, R), R * = R ∪ IW is the reflexive closure of R (which is also denoted by R). A frame F is called rooted with the root u if F = F u . Similarly we define a cone M
x of a Kripke model M .
Every finite rooted transitive frame F = (W, R) can be presented as the union (F |C) ∪ F
, where C is the root cluster, xi are its successors (i.e., xi ∈ C, R −1 (xi) =∼R (xi) ∪ C). If C is nondegenerate, the frame F |C is (C, C 2 ), which we usually denote just by C. If C = {a} is degenerate, F |C is ({a}, ∅), which we denote byȃ.
Let us fix the propositional language (and the number n) until the end of this section.
(3) If M is a generated submodel of N , then for any formula A for any
Lemma 2.2. For any Kripke complete modal logic Λ,
A p-morphism from a frame (W, R1, . . . , Rn) onto a frame (W , R 1 , . . . , R n ) is a surjective map f : W −→ W satisfying the following conditions (for any i):
If xRiy and f (x)R i f (y), we say that xRiy lifts f (x)R i f (y).
Note that (1) & (2) is equivalent to
f : F F denotes that f is a p-morphism from F onto F . Every set-theoretic map f : W −→ W gives rise to the dual morphism of Boolean algebras 2 f : 2
In proofs of the fmp in this chapter we will use the well-known filtration method [11] . Let us recall the construction we need.
Let Ψ be a set of modal formulas closed under subformulas. For a Kripke model M = (F, ϕ) over a frame F = (W, R1, . . . , Rn), there is the equivalence relation on W x ≡Ψ y ⇐⇒ ∀A ∈ Ψ(M, x A ⇔ M, y A).
Put W := W/ ≡Ψ; x ∼ := ≡Ψ (x) (the equivalence class of x), ϕ (q) := {x ∼ | x ∈ ϕ(q)} for q ∈ P V ∩ Ψ (and let ϕ (q) be arbitrary for q ∈ P V − Ψ). Put M := (W , R 1 , . . . , R n , ϕ ). Then for any x ∈ W, A ∈ Ψ :
Definition 2.5. An m-formula is a modal formula in propositional variables {p1, . . . , pm}. For a modal logic Λ we define the m-weak (or mrestricted) canonical frame F Λ m := (W, R1, . . . , Rn) and canonical model
, where W is the set of all maximal Λ-consistent sets of m-formulas, xRiy iff for any m-formula A
Λ is called weakly canonical if F Λ m Λ for any finite m.
Proposition 2.6. For any m-formula A and a modal logic Λ
(3) if Λ is weakly canonical, then it is Kripke complete.
Lemma 2.9. Let F Λ m = (W, R1, . . . , Rn) and suppose Λ 1p → 1 1p (i.e., R1 is transitive). Then every generated subframe of (W, R1) contains a maximal cluster.
The proof is based on the fact that the general Kripke frame corresponding to a canonical model is descriptive; cf. [11] , [15] for further details 3 .
Derivational modal logics
We denote topological spaces by X, Y, . . . and the corresponding sets by X, Y, . . . . 4 The interior operation in a space X is denoted by IX and the closure operation by CX , but we often omit the subscript X. A set S is a neighbourhood of a point x if x ∈ IS; then S − {x} is called a punctured neighbourhood of x. Definition 3.1. Let X be a topological space, V ⊆ X. A point x ∈ X is said to be limit for V if x ∈ C(V − {x}); a non-limit point of V is called isolated.
The derived set of V (denoted by dV , or by dX V ) is the set of all limit points of V . The unary operation V → dV on P(X) is called the derivation (in X).
A set without isolated points is called dense-in-itself.
The derivational algebra of a topological space X is DA(X) := (2 X ,d), where 2 X is the Boolean algebra of all subsets of X,
The closure algebra of a space X is CA(X) := (2 X , I).
Remark 3.4. In [32] the derivational algebra of X is defined as (2 X , d), and the closure algebra as (2 X , C), but here we adopt equivalent dual definitions.
It is well known that CA(X), DA(X) are modal algebras, CA(X) S4 and DA(X) K4
• (the latter is due to Esakia). Every Kripke S4-frame F = (W, R) is associated with a topological space N (F ) on W , with the Alexandrov (or right) topology Definition 3.7. A valuation in a topological space X is a map ϕ : P V −→ P(X). Then (X, ϕ) is called a topological model over X.
So valuations in X, CA(X), and DA(X) are the same. Every valuation ϕ can be prolonged to all formulas in two ways, according either to CA(X) or DA(X). The corresponding maps are denoted respectively by ϕc or ϕ d . Thus
Instead of x ∈ ϕ d (A), we write x d A if the model is clear from the context. Similarly we define the c-truth at a point and use the corresponding notation.
From the definitions we obtain Lemma 3.9. For a topological model over a space X
Definition 3.10. A local T1-space (or a TD-space [4] ) is a topological space, in which every point is locally closed, i.e, closed in some neighbourhood.
Note that a point x in an Alexandrov space
It is obvious that the weak transitivity of R is equivalent to the transitivity of R. Proposition 3.13. [14] (1) (W, R) K4
• iff (W, R) is weakly transitive; (2) K4
• is Kripke-complete.
Lemma 3.14. [14] (1) Let F = (W, R) be a Kripke S4-frame, and let • -logic, then Λ is an S4-logic. (2) By definitions,
Let us show that that CA(X) A iff DA(X) A . In fact, consider a topological model (X, ϕ). We claim that
for any formula B. This is easily checked by induction, the crucial case is when B = B1; then by definitions and the induction hypothesis we have:
On the other hand, by Lemma 3.14(2),
and we can apply (2) to N (F ).
Let us give some examples of d-complete logics.
(1) Ld(all topological spaces) = K4
• . This was proved by L. Esakia in the 1970s and published in [14] .
(2) Ld(all local T1-spaces) = K4. This is also a result from [14] .
. This result is from [7] .
(4) L. Esakia [13] also proved that Gödel -Löb logic GL := K+ ( p → p) → p is the derivational logic of the class of all topological scattered spaces (a space is scattered if each its nonempty subset has an isolated point).
(5) The papers [1] , [2] , [9] give a complete description of d-logics of ordinals with the interval topology:
In particular, Ver := K + ⊥ is the d-logic of any finite ordinal (and of any discrete space).
(6) The well-known "difference logic" [36] , [12] DL := K4
• + 3 p → p, is determined by Kripke frames with the difference relation: DL = L({(W, =W ) | W = ∅}), where =W := W 2 − IW ; hence by 3.16, DL is the d-logic of the class of all trivial topological spaces. However, for any particular trivial space X, Ld(X) = DL. Moreover, Ld(X) is not finitely axiomatizable for any infinite trivial X [26] ; this surprising result is easily proved by a standard technique using Jankov formulas (cf. [24] ). (7) In [39] it was proved that Ld(all 0-dimensional separable metric spaces) = K4. All these spaces are embeddable in R [28] . (8) In [39] it was also proved that for any dense-in itself separable metric space X, Ld(X) = D4; this was a generalization of an earlier proof [37] for X = Q. A more elegant proof for Q is in [30] .
(9) Every extension of K4 by a set of closed axioms is a d-logic of some subspace of Q [8] . This gives us a continuum of d-logics of countable metric spaces.
(10) In [37] Ld(R 2 ) was axiomatized and it was also proved that the dlogics of R n for n ≥ 2 coincide. We will simplify and extend that proof in the present chapter.
(11) Ld(R) was described in [39] ; for a simpler completeness proof cf.
[31].
(12) Ld(all Stone spaces) = K4 and Ld(all weakly scattered Stone spaces) = K4 + 3 → 32 ⊥, cf. [6] .
(13) d-logics of special types of spaces were studied in [5] , [30] . They include submaximal, perfectly disconnected, maximal, weakly scattered and some others.
However, not all extensions of K4
• are d-complete. In fact, the formula p → 3p never can be d-valid, because dY = ∅ for a singleton Y . So every extension of S4 is d-incomplete, and thus Kripke completeness does not imply d-completeness. Proposition 3.17. Let F = (ω * , ≺) be the "standard irreflexive transitive tree", where ω * is the set of all finite sequences in ω; α ≺ β iff α is a proper initial segment of β. Then
where D denotes the class of all dense-in-themselves local T1-spaces.
Proof. The first equality is well known [41] ; the second one holds by 3.14.
, and the third equality follows.
Adding the universal modality and the difference modality
Recall that the universal modality [∀] and the difference modality [ =] correspond to Kripke frames with the universal and the difference relation.
So (under a valuation in a set W ) these modalities are interpreted in the standard way:
The corresponding dual modalities are denoted by ∃ and = .
Definition 4.1. For a [∀]-modal formula A we define the [ =]-modal formula A u by induction:
We can consider 2-modal topological logics obtained from Lc(X) or Ld(X) by adding the universal or the difference modality 6 . Thus for a topological space X we obtain four 2-modal logics :
. Similar notations (Lc ∀ (C) etc.) are used for logics of a class of spaces C, and respectively we can define four kinds of topological completeness (cu-, du-, cd-, dd-) for 2-modal logics.
cd-logics were first studied in [16] , cu-logics in [38] , du-logics in [31] , but dd-logics have never been addressed so far.
For a -modal logic L we define the 2-modal logics
Here we suppose that S5 is formulated in the language with [∀] and DL in the language with [ =] . The following is checked easily:
Lemma 4.2. For any topological space X,
Sahlqvist theorem [11] implies Proposition 4.4. The logics S4U, K4
• U, S4D, K4
• D + are Kripke complete.
Using the first-order equivalents of the modal axioms for these logics (in particular, Proposition 3.13) we obtain Lemma 4.5. For a rooted Kripke frame G = (W, R, S)
Also note that S = W 2 iff =W ⊆ S.
Definition 4.6. A rooted Kripke K4
• D + -frame described by Lemma 4.5 (4) is called basic. The class of these frames is denoted by F0.
Next, we easily obtain the 2-modal analogue to Lemma 3.14.
Lemma 4.7.
(1) Let F be an S4-frame. Then
(2) Let F be a weakly transitive irreflexive Kripke frame. Then
(3) Let C be a class of weakly transitive irreflexive Kripke 1-frames. Then
Let us extend the translations (−) , (−) u to 2-modal formulas.
Similarly, (−) translates ( , [ =] )-modal formulas and ( , [∀])-modal formulas to formulas of the same kind, so that ( B) = B ∧ B and (−) distributes over the other connectives.
• U-logics and S4D-logics to S4U-logics.
(5) For a weakly transitive Kripke frame F
Proposition 4.9 (4) implies that dd-logics are the most expressive of all kinds of the logics we consider. 
Proof.
(1) and the first equivalence in (2) are trivial. The first equivalence in (3) follows from 4.9(4). The remaining ones are checked easily, cf. [23] , [38] .
For a -modal logic L put
Also put
Remark 4.13. Density-in-itself is expressible in cd-logic and dd-logic by the formula DS :
It is known that DS axiomatizes dense-in-themselves spaces in cd-logic [23] . However, in dd-logic this axiom is insufficient:
and it is stronger than K4
• D + +DS. (To see the latter, consider a singleton Kripke frame, which is RD-reflexive, but R-irreflexive.) Therefore K4
• D + + DS is dd-incomplete.
Remark 4.14. Every T1-space is a local T1-space, so the dd-logic of all T1-spaces contains p → p. However,
It follows that K4
• D + T1 is dd-incomplete; T1-spaces are actually axiomatized by KT1 (Corollary 7.13).
Let us give some examples of du-, cu-and cd-complete logics.
(1) Lc ∀ (all spaces) = S4U.
(4) Lc = (X) = S4DT1 + DS, where X is a 0-dimensional separable metric space [23] .
(5) Lc = (R n ) for any n ≥ 2 is finitely axiomatized in [22] ; all these logics coincide.
(6) Ld ∀ (R) is finitely axiomatized in [31] .
dd-completeness of K4
• D + and some of its extensions
This section contains some simple arguments showing that there are many dd-complete bimodal logics.
All formulas and logics in this section are ( , [ =] )-modal. An arbitrary Kripke frame for ( , [ =] )-formulas is often denoted by (W, R, RD). • D + -frame is a p-morphic image of some R-and RD-irreflexive rooted K4
• D + -frame.
(1) Cf. [14] .
(2) Similar to the proof of (1). For F = (W, R, RD) ∈ F0 put
Then we define the relationR onW such that
Here a, a ∈ Wi; b, b ∈ Wr; j, k ∈ {0, 1}. So we duplicate all RDreflexive points making them irreflexive (under both relations). It follows thatF := (W ,R, =W ) ∈ F0 andR is irreflexive; the map f :W → W sending (b, j) to b and a to itself (for b ∈ Wr, a ∈ Wi) is a p-morphism F F .
Proposition 5.2. Let Γ be a set of closed 2-modal formulas, Λ := K4
(2) Λ is dd-complete.
Proof. (1) K4
• D + is axiomatized by Sahlqvist formulas. One can easily check that (in the minimal modal logic) every closed formula is equivalent to a positive formula, so we can apply Sahlqvist theorem.
(2) Suppose A ∈ Λ. By (1) and the Generation lemma there exists a rooted Kripke 2-frame F such that F L and F A. Then by Lemma 5.1, for some irreflexive weakly transitive 1-frame G = (W, R) there is a p-morphism (G, =W )
F . By the p-morphism lemma (G, =W ) A and (G, =W ) Λ (since Γ consists of closed formulas). Hence by Lemma 4.7,
Remark 5.3. Using Proposition 5.2 and the construction from [8] one can prove that there is a continuum of dd-complete logics. Such a claim is rather weak, because Proposition 5.2 deals only with Alexandrov spaces. In section 7 we will show how to construct many dd-complete logics of metric spaces.
d-morphisms and dd-morphisms; extended McKinsey -Tarski's Lemma
In this section we recall the notion of a d-morphism (a validity-preserving map for d-logics) and introduce dd-morphisms, the analogues of d-morphisms for dd-logics. This is the main technical tool in the present chapter. Two basic lemmas are proved here, an analogue of McKinsey-Tarski's lemma on dissectability for d-morphisms and the Glueing lemma.
The original McKinsey-Tarski's lemma [32] states the existence of a c-morphism (cf. Remark 6.4 ) from an arbitrary separable dense-in-itself metric space onto a certain quasi-tree of depth 2. The separability condition is actually redundant [33, Ch. 3] (note that the latter proof is quite different from [32] 8 ). But c-morphisms preserve validity only for c-logics, and unfortunately, the constructions by McKinsey-Tarski and RasiowaSikorski cannot be used for d-morphisms. So we need another construction to prove a stronger form of McKinsey-Tarski's lemma.
if f is open and continuous as a map X −→ N (F ) and also satisfies r-density :
If f is surjective, we write f :
Corollary 6.3.
[37] A map f from a topological space X to a finite transitive Kripke frame F is a d-morphism iff
Proof. 2 f preserves Boolean operations. It is a homomorphism of modal algebras iff it preserves diamonds, i.e., iff for any V ⊆ W ,
Inverse images and d distribute over finite unions, so the above equality holds for any (finite) V iff it holds for singletons, i.e.,
Remark 6.4. For a space X and a Kripke S4-frame F = (W, R) one can also define a c-morphism X −→ F just as an open and continuous map f : X −→ N (F ). So every d-morphism to an S4-frame is a cmorphism. It is well known [33] that f : X −→ W is a c-morphism iff 2 f is a homomorphism M A(F ) −→ CA(X). Again for a finite F this is equivalent to ∀w ∈ W Cf −1 (w) = f −1 (R −1 (w)). Proof. We apply Proposition 6.2. Note that f |Y is the composition f · j, where j : Y → X is the inclusion map. Then 2
, it remains to show that 2 j is a homomorphism DA(X) −→ DA(Y), i.e., it preserves the derivation:
, which follows from 3.2.
Definition 6.6. A set γ of subsets of a topological space X is called dense at x ∈ X if every neighbourhood of x contains a member of γ.
Proposition 6.7. For m > 0, l > 0 let Φ ml be a "quasi-tree" of height 2, with singleton maximal clusters and An m-element root cluster (Fig. 2) . For l = 0, m > 0, Φ ml denotes an m-element cluster. Let X be a dense-in-itself separable metric space, B ⊂ X a closed nowhere dense set. Then there exists a d-morphism g : X d Φ ml with the following properties:
(2) every g −1 (ai) (for i ≤ l ) is a union of a set αi of disjoint open balls, which is dense at any point of g −1 ({b1, ..., bm}).
Proof. Let X1, . . . , Xn, . . . be a countable base of X consisting of open balls. We construct sets A ik , B jk for 1 ≤ i ≤ l, 1 ≤ j ≤ m, k ∈ ω, with the following properties:
(1) A ik is the union of a finite set α ik of nonempty open balls whose closures are disjoint;
A ik , there are closed nontrivial balls P1, . . . , P l such that for any i, j
(10) B jk ⊆ X − B; We carry out both the construction and the proof by induction on k.
is infinite, since it is nonempty and open in a dense-in-itself X. Take distinct points v1, . . . , v l ∈ B and disjoint closed nontrivial balls Z1, . . . , Z l ⊂ X − B with centres at v1, . . . , v l respectively (see Fig.1 ).
Put αi0 := {IZi}; Ai0 := IZi;
Zi is nonempty and open, it is infinite. Pick distinct w1, . . . , wm ∈ X − B and put Bj0 := {wj}. Then the required properties hold for k = 0.
At the induction step we construct
A ik and consider two cases.
(a) X k+1 ⊆ Y k . Then put:
is open and by (1) and (2). So we put
Since (X k+1 − CY k ) is nonempty and open and every B jk is finite by (4), W0 is also open and nonempty (by the density of X). By the assumption of 6.7, B is closed, and thus W is open. W is also nonempty. In fact, otherwise W0 ⊆ B, and then W0 ⊆ IB = ∅ (since B is nowhere dense by the assumption of 6.7). Now we argue similarly to the case k = 0. Take disjoint closed nontriv-
Pi is infinite, so we pick distinct
. . , b m,k+1 in this set and put
In the case (a) all the required properties hold for (k + 1) by the construction.
In the case (b) we have to check only (1), (2), (6), (8)- (11). (8) holds, since by construction we have
(1): From IH it is clear that α i,k+1 is a finite set of open balls and their closures are disjoint; note that Pi ∩ CA ik = ∅, since Pi ⊆ W ⊆ −CA ik .
(2): We have
by IH and by the construction; note that Pi,
We have To check (11), assume j = j . We have
Therefore the required sets A ik , B jk are constructed. Now put
and define a map g : X −→ Φ ml as follows:
By (2), (3), (5), (6), (11), g is well defined; by (9), (10) B ⊆ g −1 (b1). To prove that g is a d-morphism, we check some other properties.
In fact, take an arbitrary
Ai and show that x ∈ dBj, i.e., (13) 
for any neighbourhood U of x. First assume that x ∈ Bj. Take a basic
Ai, and (8) implies
So we obtain (13) . Suppose x ∈ Bj; then x ∈ B jk for some k. Since X is dense-in-itself and {X1, X2, . .
Ai, and so (Bj,s+1 − Bjs) ∩ Xs+1 = ∅ by (8); thus (Bj − Bjs) ∩ U = ∅. Now x ∈ B jk ⊆ Bjs implies (13) .
Ai.
In fact, Bj ⊆ −Ai, by (3), (5), (6) .
Similarly we obtain
Ar.
Also note that
since Ai is open, X is dense-in-itself. Similary to (12) we have (17) αi is dense at every point of Bj, B 1 (and thus Bj, B 1 ⊆ dAi).
To conclude that g is a d-morphism, note that
and so by (15) , (16) , (17)
and by (12), (14), (15)
For the proof see Appendix.
Lemma 6.8. Assume that (1) X is a dense-in-itself separable metric space, (2) B ⊂ X is closed nowhere dense,
-frame, where C = {b1, . . . , bm} is a non-degenerate root cluster, F1, . . . , F l are the subframes generated by the successors of C, Then there exists f :
Proof. First, we construct g : X d Φ ml according to Proposition 6.7. Then B ⊆ g −1 (b1) and Ai = g −1 (ai) is the union of a set αi of disjoint open balls. Then put
(1) Since g and f U i are surjective, the same holds for f . So let us show
(R is the accessibility relation on F ). First suppose a ∈ C. Then (since g is a d-morphism)
Now suppose a / ∈ C, I = {i | a ∈ Fi }, and let Ri be the accessibility relation on Fi. We have:
and so
(2) Let us show that
In fact, let x ∈ g −1 (C). Since αi is dense at x, every neighbourhood of x contains some U ∈ αi. Since f U i is surjective, f (u) = f U i (u) = a for some u ∈ U . Therefore, x ∈ df −1 (a).
(2) and (3) imply f −1 (R −1 (a)) ⊆ df −1 (a). Let us prove the converse:
We have Aj ∩ f −1 (a) = ∅ for j / ∈ I and Aj is open, hence (2) , so it remains to show that for any i ∈ I
To check this, consider any x ∈ df −1 (a) ∩ Ai. Then x ∈ U for some U ∈ αi, and thus by 3.2 and (2)
). This implies (5) and completes the proof of (4).
Recall that ∂ denotes the boundary of a set in a topological space:
Lemma 6.9. (Glueing lemma) Let X be a local T1-space satisfying (a) X = X1 ∪ Y ∪ X2 for closed nonempty subsets X1, Y, X2 such that
, Y is regular and dense in-itself ).
or (b) X = X1 ∪ X2 is a nontrivial closed partition. Let F = (W, R) be a finite K4-frame, F1 = (W1, R1), F2 = (W2, R2) its generated subframes such that W = W1 ∪ W2 and suppose there are d-morphisms fi : Xi d Fi, i = 1, 2, where Xi is the subspace of X corresponding to Xi.
In the case (a) we also assume that F1, F2 have a common maximal cluster C, fi(∂Xi) ⊆ R −1 (C) for i = 1, 2 and there is g : IY d C (where C is regarded as a frame with the universal relation, IY as a subspace of X). Then f1 ∪ f2 ∪ g :
Proof. Let f := f1 ∪f2 ∪g (or f := f1 ∪f2), Fi = (Wi, Ri), d := dX , di := dX i . For w ∈ W there are four options.
(1) w ∈ W1−W2. Then df −1 (w) = df closed and f1 is a d-morphism) . It remains to note that R −1
, and thus f −1
(4) w ∈ C in case (a). First note that dg −1 (w) = Y . In fact, g is a d-morphism onto the cluster C, so by 3.11 (2) . Next, since X1, X2 are closed and f1, f2 are d-morphisms we have
and thus
The case (b) of the previous lemma can be generalized as follows.
Lemma 6.10. Suppose a topological space X is the disjoint union of open subspaces: X = i∈I Xi. Suppose a Kripke K4-frame F is the union of its generated subframes: F = i∈I Fi and suppose fi :
Definition 6.11. Let X be a topological space, F = (W, R, RD) be a frame. Then a surjective map f : X −→ W is called a dd-morphism (in symbols, f :
(2) f : (X, =X ) (W, RD) is a p-morphism of Kripke frames.
Proof. Similar to 6.2 and 2.3.
10 f is called manifold at y if it n-fold for some n > 1. Proposition 6.14. (1) Let G = (X, =X ), F = (W, S) be Kripke frames such that S = W 2 , and let f : X −→ W be a surjective function. Then f : G F iff f is manifold exactly at S-reflexive points of F.
10 | . . . | denotes the cardinality.
(2) Let X be a T1-space, F = (W, R, RD) a rooted KT1-frame, f : X d (W, R). Then f : X dd F iff for any strictly R-minimal v vRDv ⇔ f is manifold at v.
(1) Note that f is a p-morphism iff for any
The latter equivalence holds whenever R −1 (v) = ∅. In fact, then by Corollary 6.3, df −1 (v) = f −1 (R −1 (v)) = ∅, and thus f −1 (v) is not a singleton (since X is a T1-space). R −1 (v) = ∅ also implies vRDv, by Proposition 4.12.
(3) follows from (2).
After we have proved the main technical results, in the next sections we will study dd-logics of specific spaces.
D4 and DT 1 as logics of zero-dimensional dense-in-themselves spaces
In this section we will prove the d-completeness of D4 and dd-completeness of DT1 w.r.t. zero-dimensional spaces. The proof follows rather easily from the previous section and an additional technical fact (Proposition 7.2) similar to the McKinsey-Tarski lemma.
Recall that a (nonempty) topological space X is called zero-dimensional if clopen sets constitute its open base [3] . Zero-dimensional T1-spaces with a countable base are subspaces of the Cantor discontinuum, or of the set of irrationals [28] .
Lemma 7.1. Let X be a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself Hausdorff space. Then for any n there exists a nontrivial open partition X = X1 . . . Xn, in which every Xi is also a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself Hausdorff space.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the claim for n = 2 and then apply induction. A dense-in-itself space cannot be a singleton, so there are two different points x, y ∈ X. Since X is T1 and zero-dimensional, there exists a clopen U such that x ∈ U, y ∈ U . So X = U ∪ (X − U ) is a nontrivial open partition. The Hausdorff property, density-in-itself, zerodimensionality are inherited for open subspaces. Proposition 7.2. Let X be a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself metric space, y ∈ X. Let Ψ l be the frame consisting of an irreflexive root b and its reflexive successors a0, . . . , a l−1 (Fig. 4) .
Then there exists f : 
where r(n) is the remainder of dividing n by l; it is clear that f is surjective. Let us show that for any x,
X nl+j , and
To prove 'if' in (*), consider two cases. 1. Suppose f (x) = u, x ∈ X nl+j . Since X nl+j is nonempty and open, it is dense-in-itself, and thus x ∈ dX nl+j ⊆ df
The previous argument also shows that {X nl+j | n ≥ 0} is an open partition of f −1 (aj), which is dense at y. To prove 'only if', suppose f (x)Ru is not true. Then f (x) = a k for some k = j, and so for some n, x ∈ Xn, Xn ∩ f
Proposition 7.3. Let X be a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space, F a finite rooted D4-frame. Then there exists a d-morphism X d F , which is 1-fold at the root of F if this root is irreflexive.
Proof. By induction on the size of F . (i) If F is a finite cluster, the claim follows from Proposition 6.7.
(ii) If F = C ∪F1 ∪· · ·∪F l , where C = {b1, . . . , bm} is a non-degenerate root cluster, F1, . . . , F l are the subframes generated by the successors of C, we can apply Lemma 6.8. In fact, every open ball U in X is zerodimensional and dense-in-itself.
(iii) Suppose F =b ∪ F0 ∪ · · · ∪ F l−1 , where b is an irreflexive root of F , Fi are the subframes generated by the successors of b. There exists g : X d Ψ l by 7.2, with an arbitrary y ∈ X. Then g −1 (ai) is a union of a set αi of disjoint open sets, and αi is dense at y. If U ∈ αi, then by IH, there exists f
Then similarly to Lemma 6.8 it follows that f : X d F . Finally note that if the root of F is irreflexive, the first step of the construction is case (iii), so the preimage of the root is a singleton. Theorem 7.4. If X is a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space, then Ld(X) = D4.
Proof. By Propositions 7.3 and 6.2 Ld(X) ⊆ L(F ) for any finite rooted D4-frame F , thus Ld(X) ⊆ D4, since D4 has the fmp. By Lemma 3.11 D4 ⊆ Ld(X) . Lemma 7.5. Let X be a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space, F a finite D4-frame. Then there exists a d-morphism X d F , which is 1-fold at all strictly minimal points.
Proof. F = F1 ∪ . . . ∪ Fn for different finite rooted D4-frames Fi. By Lemma 7.1, X = X1 . . . Xn for zero-dimensional dense-in-themselves subspaces Xi, which are also metric and separable. By Proposition 7.3, we construct fi : Xi d Fi. Then by Lemma 6.10,
strictly minimal point of F is an irreflexive root of a unique Fi, so its preimage is a singleton.
Proposition 7.6. Let X be a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space, F ∈ F0 a finite DT1-frame. Then there exists a ddmorphism X dd F .
Proof. We slightly modify the proof of the previous lemma. Let F = (W, R, RD), G = (W, R). Then G = G1 ∪ . . . ∪ Gn for different cones Gi. We call Gi special if its root is strictly R-minimal and RD-reflexive. We may assume that exactly G1, . . . , Gm are special. Then we count them twice and present
Now we can argue as in the proof of Lemma 7.5. By Lemma 7.1, X = X1 X 1 . . . Xm X m Xm+1 . . . Xn for zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric Xi, X i . By Proposition 7.3, we construct the maps fi :
, which are 1-fold at irreflexive roots; hence by Lemma 6.10, f :
Every strictly minimal point a ∈ G is an irreflexive root of a unique Gi. If a is RD-irreflexive, then Gi is not special, so
, and thus f is 2-fold at a. Therefore, f : X dd F by Proposition 6.14. Proof. In fact, R is transitive by definition. For any two different a, b ∈ W we have aR D b, since xRDy for any x ∈ a, y ∈ b (as F ∈ F0).
Next, note that if a is R D -irreflexive, then a = {x} for some RDirreflexive x. In this case, since (W, R, RD) AT1, there is no y such that yRx (Proposition 4.12), hence (R ) −1 (a) = ∅, and thus (W , R , R D ) AT1.
Finally, R ⊆ R D . In fact, all different points in F are R D -related, so it remains to show that every R D -irreflexive point is R -irreflexive. As noted above, such a point is a singleton class x ∼ = {x}, where x is RDirreflexive. Then x is R-minimal, so in W there is no loop of the form x ∼ Rx1R . . . Rx ∼ , and thus x ∼ is R -irreflexive.
By a standard argument Lemma 7.7 implies Theorem 7.8. Every logic of the form KT1 + A, where A is a closed 2-modal formula, has the finite model property.
Proof. Let L be such a logic and suppose L B. By Proposition 5.2 L is Kripke complete, so by the Generation lemma there is a rooted Kripke frame
Then F is basic by definition. Let M = (F, θ) be a Kripke model over F refuting B. Let Ψ be the set of all subformulas of A or B, and let us construct the filtration M = (W , R , R D , θ ) of M through Ψ as in Lemmas 2.4(2) and 7.7. By the previous lemma, F := (W , R , R D ) KT1.
By the Filtration lemma, M B. By the same lemma, the truth of A is preserved in M , so F A, since A is closed. Therefore, F L.
Theorem 7.9. Let X be a zero-dimensional dense-in-itself separable metric space. Then Ld = (X) = DT1.
Proof. For any finite DT1-frame F we have Ld = (X) ⊆ L(F ) by Proposition 7.6 and Lemma 6.12. By the previous theorem, DT1 has the fmp, so Ld = (X) ⊆ DT1. Since X d DT1 (Proposition 4.11), it follows that Ld = (X) = DT1. To apply this proposition to the language with the difference modality, we need to examine the preimage of the root for the constructed morphism. Fortunately, in the proof of Proposition 7.10 in [8] the preimage of a root r is a singleton iff r is irreflexive.
Lemma 7.11. Let F be a countable K4-frame. Then there exists a dmorphism from a subspace of Q onto F , which is 1-fold at all strictly minimal points.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 7.5. We can present F as a countable union of different cones i∈I Fi and Q as a disjoint union i∈I Xi of spaces homeomorphic to Q. By Proposition 7.10 (and the remark after it), for each i there exists fi : Yi d Fi for some subspace Yi ⊆ Xi such that fi is 1-fold at the root ri of Fi if ri is irreflexive. Now by Lemma 6.10 f := i∈I fi : i∈I Yi d F , and f is 1-fold at all strictly minimal points of F (i.e., the irreflexive ri) -since every ri belongs only to Fi, so
Proposition 7.12. Let F be a countable KT1-frame. Then there exists a dd-morphism from a subspace of Q onto F .
Proof. Similar to Proposition 7.6. If F = (W, R, RD), the frame G = (W, R) is a countable union of different cones. There are two types of cones: non-special Gi (i ∈ I) and special (with strictly R-minimal and RD-reflexive roots) Hj (j ∈ J):
Then we duplicate all special cones
and as in the proof of 7.11, construct f :
This map is 1-fold exactly at all RD-irreflexive points, so it is a dd-morphism onto F .
Corollary 7.13. Ld = (all T1-spaces) = KT1. 13 In this chapter, as well as in [8] , 'countable' means 'of cardinality at most ℵ 0 '.
Proof. Note that KT1 is complete w.r.t. countable frames and every subspace of Q is T1.
Proposition 7.14. Let Λ = KT1 + Γ be a consistent logic, where Γ is a set of closed formulas. Then Λ is dd-complete w.r.t. subspaces of Q.
Proof. Since every closed formula is canonical, Λ is Kripke complete. So for every formula A / ∈ Λ there is a frame FA such that FA |= Λ and FA A. By Proposition 7.12, there is a subspace XA ⊆ Q and fA : XA dd FA. Then XA A, XA Λ by Lemma 6.12. Therefore
Remark 7.15. A logic of the form described in Proposition 7.14 is ddcomplete w.r.t. a set of subspaces of Q. This set may be non-equivalent to a single subspace. For example, there is no subspace X ⊆ Q such that KT1 = Ld = (X). In fact, consider
A, and so we have a contradiction.
Connectedness
Connectedness was the first example of a property expressible in cu-logic, but not in c-logic. The corresponding connectedness axiom from [38] will be essential for our further studies. In this section we show that it is weakly canonical, i.e., valid in weak canonical frames -a fact not mentioned in [38] .
Lemma 8.1.
[38] A topological space X is connected iff X c AC, where
For the case of Alexandrov topology there is an equivalent definition of connectedness in relational terms. Definition 8.2. For a transitive Kripke frame F = (W, R) we define the comparability relation
Thus F is connected iff every two points x, y can be connected by a non-oriented path (which we call just a path), a sequence of points x0x1 . . . xn such that x = x0R ± x1 . . . R ± xn = y. From [38] and Proposition 4.9 we obtain Lemma 8.3. (1) For an S4-frame F , the associated space N (F ) is connected iff F is connected.
(2) For a K4-frame F , F ∀ |= AC u iff F is connected.
Lemma 8.4. Let M = (W, R, RD, θ) be a rooted generated submodel of m-weak canonical model for a modal logic Λ ⊇ K4D + . Then
(1) Every R-cluster in M is finite of cardinality at most 2 m .
(2) (W, R) has finitely many R-maximal clusters.
(3) For each R-maximal cluster C in M there exists an m-formula β(C) such that:
The proof is similar to [11, Section 8.6 ].
Lemma 8.5. Every rooted generated subframe of a weak canonical frame for a logic Λ ⊇ K4D + + AC u is connected.
Proof. Let M be a weak canonical model for Λ, M0 its rooted generated submodel with the frame F = (W, R, RD), and suppose F is disconnected. Then there exists a nonempty proper clopen subset V in the space N (W, R). Let ∆ be the set of all R-maximal clusters in V and put This contradicts the fact that V is a nonempty proper subset of W .
In d-logic instead of connectedness we can express some its local versions; they will be considered in the next section.
9 Kuratowski formula and local 1-componency In this section we briefly study Kuratowski formula distinguishing R from R 2 in d-logic. Here the main proofs are similar to the previous section, so most of the details are left to the reader. Definition 9.1. We define Kuratowski formula as
The spaces validating Ku are characterized as follows [31] . It is well known [3] that in a locally connected space every neighbourhood U of any point x contains a connected open neighbourhood of x (e.g. the connected component of x in IU ).
The proof is straightforward, and we leave it to the reader. Remark 9.6. The (n-th) generalized Kuratowski formula is the following formula in variables p0, . . . , pn
The formula Ku1 is related to the equality found by Kuratowski [27] :
which holds in every algebra DA(R n ) for n > 1, but not in DA(R). This equality corresponds to the modal formula
and one can show that D4 + Ku = D4 + Ku1 = D4 + Ku.
Remark 9.7. The class of spaces validating Kun is described in [31] . In particular, it is valid in all locally n-component spaces defined as follows.
A neighbourhood U of a point x in a topological space is called ncomponent at x if the punctured neighbourhood U − {x} has at most n connected components. A topological space is called locally n-component if the n-component neighbourhoods at each of its point constitute a local base (i.e., every neighbourhood contains an n-component neighbourhood). A proof of 9.9 based on Lemma 9.8 and a 1-modal version of Lemma 8.4 is straightforward, cf. [37] or [31] (the latter paper proves the same for Kun).
Hence we obtain Theorem 9.10. The logic DT1K := DT1 + Ku is weakly canonical, and thus Kripke complete.
Proof. (Sketch.) For the axiom Ku the argument from the proof of 9.9 is still valid due to definability of all maximal clusters (Lemma 8.4). The remaining axioms are Sahlqvist formulas.
Theorem 9.11. The logic DT1CK := DT1K + AC u is weakly canonical, and thus Kripke complete.
Proof. We can apply the previous theorem and Lemma 8.5.
Completeness theorems from this section can be refined: in the next section we will prove the fmp for the logics considered above. 10 The finite model property of D4K, DT 1 K, and DT 1 CK For the logic D4+Ku the first proof of the fmp was given in [37] . Another proof (also for D4 + Kun) was proposed by M. Zakharyaschev [42] ; it is based on a general and powerful method.
In this section we give a simplified version of the proof from [37] . It is based on a standard filtration method, and the same method is also applicable to 2-modal logics DT1K, DT1CK. Proof. Let Λ be one of these logics. Consider an m-formula A ∈ Λ. Take a generated submodel M = (W, R, RD, ϕ) of the m-restricted canonical model of Λ such that M, u A for some u. As we know, its frame is basic and its R-maximal clusters are definable (Lemma 8.4). Put Next, if Λ = DT1CK, the frame (W, R, RD) is connected by Lemma 8.5. So for any x, y ∈ W there is an R-path from x to y. aRb implies a ∼ R b ∼ , so there is an R -path from x ∼ to y ∼ in F . Therefore F AC u . It remains to show that F Ku. Consider an R -irreflexive point x ∼ ∈ W and assume that R (x ∼ ) is disconnected. Let V be a nonempty proper connected component of R (x ∼ ). Consider
where β(C) is from Lemma 8.4. Note that
In fact, if C ∈ ∆, then for some y ∼ ∈ V we have yRz; hence y ∼ R z ∼ , so z ∼ ∈ V , by the connectedness of V .
Let us show that for any y
i.e., B defines V in R (x ∼ ). The first equivalence holds by the Filtration Lemma, since B ∈ Ψ1. Let us prove the second equivalence. To show 'if', suppose y ∼ ∈ V . By Lemma 2.9, in the restricted canonical model there is a maximal cluster C R-accessible from y; then M, y |= β(C). We have C ∈ ∆, and thus M, y |= B.
To show 'only if', suppose y ∼ ∈ V , but M, y |= B. Then M, y |= β(C), for some C ∈ ∆, hence C ⊆ R(y), i.e., yRz for some (and for all) z ∈ C; so it follows that y ∼ R z ∼ . Thus y ∼ and z ∼ are in the same connected component of R (x ∼ ), which implies z ∼ ∈ V . However, z ∼ ∈ V by (1), leading to a contradiction.
By Proposition 2.6 all substitution instances of Ku are true in M . So
Consider an arbitrary y ∈ R(x). Then for any z ∈ R(y), y ∼ and z ∼ are in the same connected component of R (x ∼ ). Thus y ∼ and z ∼ are both either in V or not in V , and so by (2), both of them satisfy either B or ¬B. Hence M, y |= B ∨ ¬B. Therefore, x satisfies the premise of Ku(B). Consequently, x must satisfy the conclusion of Ku(B). Thus M, x |= B or M, x |= ¬B. Since B, ¬B ∈ Ψ1, the Filtration Lemma implies M , x ∼ B or M , x ∼ ¬B. Eventually by (2), V = R (x ∼ ) or V = ∅, which contradicts the assumption about V .
To conclude the proof, note that A ∈ Ψ, so by the Filtration Lemma M , u ∼ A. As we have proved, F |= Λ. Therefore Λ has the fmp. Proof. Use the argument from the proof of 10.1 without the second relation.
Thanks to the fmp, we have a convenient class of Kripke frames for the logic DT1CK. This will allow us to prove the topological completeness result in the next section.
11 The dd-logic of R n , n ≥ 2.
This section contains the main result of the Chapter. The proof is based on the fmp theorem from the previous section and a technical construction of a dd-morphism presented in the Appendix. In this section · denotes the standard norm in R n , i.e. for x ∈ R
We begin with some simple observations on connectedness. For a path α = w0w1 . . . wn in a K4-frame (W, R) we use the notation R(α) :
Lemma 11.1. Let F = (W, R) be a finite connected K4-frame, w, v ∈ W . Then there exists a global path from w to v.
Proof. In fact, in the finite connected graph (W, R ± ) the vertices w, v can be connected by a path visiting all the vertices (perhaps, several times).
Lemma 11.2. Let F = (W, R, RD) be a finite rooted DT1CK-frame. Then the set of all RD-reflexive points in F is connected.
Proof. Let x, y be two RD-reflexive points. Since (W, R) is connected, there exists a path connecting x and y. Consider such a path α with the minimal number n of RD-irreflexive points, and let us show that n = 0.
Suppose not. Take an RD-irreflexive point z in α; then α = x . . . uzv . . . y, for some u, v, and it is clear that zRu, zRv, since z is strictly R-minimal. By Lemma 9.8, R(z) is connected, so u, v can be connected by a path β in R(z). Thus in α we can replace the part uzv with β, and the combined path x . . . β . . . y contains (n − 1) RD-irreflexive points, which contradicts the minimality of n. Lemma 11.3. Let F = (W, R, RD) be a finite rooted DT1CK-frame and let w , w ∈ W be RD-reflexive. Then there is a global path α = w0 . . . wn in (W, R) such that w = w0, wn = w and all RD-irreflexive points occur only once in α.
Proof. Let {u1, . . . , u k } be the RD-irreflexive points. By connectedness there exists paths α0, . . . , α k respectively from w to u1, from u1 to u2, . . . , from u k to w . By Lemma 11.2, the set W := W − {u1, . . . , u k } is connected. Hence we may assume that each αi does not contain RD-irreflexive points except its ends. Also there exists a loop β in F := F |W from w to w such
Then we can define α as the joined path (Fig. 5) .
Proposition 11.4. For a finite rooted DT1CK-frame F = (W, R, RD) and R-reflexive points w , w ∈ W , the following holds.
(a) If X = {x ∈ R n | ||x|| ≤ r}, n ≥ 2, then there exists f :
Proof. By induction on |W |. Let us prove (a) first. There are five cases:
(a1) W = R(b) (and hence bRb) and b = w . Then there exists f : X d (W, R). In fact, let C be the cluster of b (as a subframe of (W, R)). Then (W, R) = C or (W, R) = C ∪ F1 ∪ . . . ∪ F l , where the Fi are generated by the successors of C. If (W, R) = C, we apply Proposition 6.7; otherwise we apply Lemma 6.8 and IH. By 4.12 it follows that RD is universal. And so by 6.14(3) f is a dd-morphism.
(a2) W = R(b) and not w Rb. We may assume that r = 3. Put
By the case (a1), there is f1 : X1 dd F with f1(∂X1) = {b}. Let C be a maximal cluster in R(w ). By 6.7 there is g :
Case (a3) Figure 6 : dd-morphism f W , we can apply IH to the frame F := F w ∀ and construct a dd-morphism f2 : X2 dd F with f2(∂X2) = {w }. Now since fi(∂Xi) ⊆ R −1 (C), the Glueing lemma 6.9 is applicable. Thus f : X d F for f := f1 ∪f2 ∪g (See Fig. 6 , Case (a2)). Note that ∂X ⊂ ∂X2, so f (∂X) = f2(∂X) = {w }.
As in the case (a1), f is a dd-morphism by 6.14.
(a3) (W, R) is not rooted. By Lemma 11.3 there is a global path α in F with a single occurrence of every RD-irreflexive point. We may assume that α = b0c0b1c1 . . . cm−1bm, bm = w and for any i < m ci ∈ Ci ⊆ R(bi) ∩ R(bi+1), where Ci is an R-maximal cluster. Such a path is called reduced. For 0 ≤ j ≤ m we put Fj := F |R(bj).
Since (W, R) is not rooted, each Fj is of smaller size than F , so we can apply the induction hypothesis to Fj. We may assume that
Then put
Xi := {x | ||x|| ≤ i + 1} for 0 ≤ i ≤ 2m,
By IH and Proposition 6.7 there exist
One can check that f : X dd F for f := 2m j=0 fj (Fig. 6 ).
(a4) W = R(b), ¬bRDb (and so ¬bRb). We may assume that
Then similar to case (a3) put
Consider the frame F := F |W , where W = W −{b}. Note that w ∈ W , since w Rw , by the assumption of 11.4. By Lemma 9.8 F is connected, and thus F DT1CK. By Lemma 11. 
Again as in the case (a3) we put Fj := F |R(bj), and assume that cj ∈ Cj and Cj is an R-maximal cluster. By IH there exist if x ∈ ∆2j, f2j+1(x) if x ∈ I∆2j+1, One can check that f is d-morphic (Fig. 7) .
(a5) W = R(b), ¬bRb and bRDb. Then RD is universal, w = b. Put X := {x | ||x|| < 1} , X4 := {x | 1 ≤ ||x|| ≤ 2} , and let X1, X2 be two disjoint closed balls in X , X3 := X − X1 − X2.
Let C be a maximal cluster in R(w ), F := F |R(w ). Then there exist:
fi :Xi d (W, R) for i = 1, 2 such that fi(∂Xi) = w , by the case (a4), f3 :X3 d C, by Proposition 6.7, f4 :X4 dd F such that f4(∂X4) = w , by the induction hypothesis.
Put f := f1 ∪ f2 ∪ f3 ∪ f4 (Fig. 7) . Then f (∂X) = {w }. By Lemma 6.9 (b) f1 ∪ f2 : X1 ∪ X2 d F , and hence f : X d F by Lemma 6.9 (a). f is manifold at b, thus it is a dd-morphism by 6.12. Now we prove (b). There are three cases. (b1) w = w = b and W = R(b). The argument is the same as in the case (a1), using Proposition 6.7, Lemma 6.8, the induction hypothesis, and Proposition 6.14.
Case (a4)
Case (a5) One can check that f : X dd F for f := f0 ∪ f1 ∪ f2 ∪ f3. (b3) w = w and for some b ∈ W , W = R(b), so F has an R-reflexive root. Let F1 := F |R(w ), F2 := F |R(w ), and let Ci be an R-maximal cluster in Fi for i ∈ {1, 2}. We assume that r1 = 1, r2 = 6 and consider the sets Xi := {x | i ≤ ||x|| ≤ i + 1} , i ∈ {1, . . . , 5} .
By the case (b1) and Proposition 6.7 we have f1 : X1 dd F1 such that f1(∂X1) = w , f2 : IX2 d C1, f3 : X3 dd F such that f3(∂X3) = {b} , f4 : IX4 d C2, f5 : X5 dd F2 such that f1(∂X5) = w .
One can check that f : X dd F for f :=
fi (Fig. 8, Case (b3) ).
(b4) w = w and W = R(b) for any b ∈ W . By Lemma 11.2 there is a reduced path α = b0c0b1 . . . cm−1bm from b0 = w to bm = w that does not contain RD-irreflexive points, ci ∈ Ci, where Ci is an R-maximal cluster. We may also assume that R(bi) = W, for any i ∈ {1, . . . , m − 1}.
Case (b2) Case (b3) Figure 8 : dd-morphism f
In fact, if the frame (W, R) is not rooted, then (7) obviously holds. If (W, R) is rooted, then its root r is irreflexive and by Lemma 9.8, R(r) is connected, so there exists a path α in R(r) satisfying (7). Put We claim that f : X dd F for f := 2m i=0 fi (Fig. 9) . First, we prove by induction using Lemma 6.9 (see previous cases) that f is a d-morphism.
Note that f (Y ) = f (Y0) = {w } and f (Y ) = f (Y2m+1) = {w }. Second, there are no RD-irreflexive points in α, so all preimages of RD-irreflexive points are in ∆0; since f0 is a dd-morphism, f is 1-fold at any RD-irreflexive point and manifold at all the others. Thus f is a dd-morphism by Proposition 6.14.
Theorem 11.5. For n ≥ 2, the dd-logic of R n is DT1CK.
Proof. Since R n is a locally 1-component connected dense-in-itself metric space, R n |= d DT1CK. 
Concluding remarks
Hybrid logics. Logics with the difference modality are closely related to hybrid logics. The paper [29] describes a validity-preserving translation from the language with the topological and the difference modalities into the hybrid language with the topological modality, nominals and the universal modality. Apparently a similar translation exists for dd-logics considered in our chapter. There may be an additional option -to use 'local nominals', propositional constants that may be true not in a single point, but in a discrete set. Perhaps one can also consider 'one-dimensional nominals' naming 'lines' or 'curves' in the main topological space; there may be many other similar options.
Definability. Among several types of topological modal logics considered in this chapter dd-logics are the most expressive. The correlation between all the types are shown in Fig. 10 . A language L1 is reducible to L2 (L1 ≤ L2) if every L1-definable class of spaces is L2-definable; L1 < L2 if L1 ≤ L2 and L2 L1. The non-strict reductions 1-7 in Fig. 10 are rather obvious. Let us explain, why 1-6 are strict.
The relations 1 and 2 are strict, since the c-logics of R and Q coincide [32] , while the cu-and d-logics are different [38, 14] .
The relation 3 is strict, since in d-logic without the universal modality we cannot express connectedness (this follows from [14] ). The relations 4 Figure 10 : Correlation between topomodal languages. and 6 are strict, since the cu-logics of R and R 2 are the same [38] , while the cd-and du-logics are different [16, 31] .
In cd-and dd-logic we can express global 1-componency: the formula
is c-valid in a space X iff the complement of any point in X is connected. So we can distinguish the line R and the circle S 1 . In du-(and cu-) logic this is impossible, since there is a local homemorphism f (t) = e it from R onto S
